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About This Game

Demolition Company Gold Edition: the complete Demolition Company experience!

Includes Demolition Company, the DLC Kit Pack PLUS brand new equipment, new missions and a HUGE new city district 4
times bigger than the old Demolition Company districts! In a city where buildings are constructed as rapidly as they are torn
down again, you get to take control of a demolition company which is growing bigger and going places. Lots of challenging
missions lead you to various demolition sites in different districts of the city, where you can use your special vehicles and

equipment to demolish buildings, complete missions and earn cash.

Take a seat at the controls of a variety of authentic and detailed construction and demolition machines. Bring old buildings to
the ground with wrecking balls and excavators. Tear down walls manually with the jackhammer, or place explosive charges, hit
the button and watch the rubble and dust clouds fly! Use the wheel loader to transport rubble to the debris crusher where it gets

pulverized. You can invest you hard-earned money in new vehicles which in turn unlock new assignments in the city and
tutorials in your company's practice area.

Why don’t you demolish something today?

Includes

Large fleet of construction and demolition machines, including all machines from the original Demolition Company and
the DLC Kit Pack PLUS additional new vehicles and equipment.
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Over 30 missions, including 6 NEW missions, in different parts of the city (financial district, port, factory area, shunting
station, old town, suburbs PLUS HUGE new airport district).

Exercise area with vehicle-specific tutorial missions.

Explosions.

Play with Keyboard, Mouse, Gamepad or Joystick.

Gamepad support with authentic Euro-controls and support for multiple Joysticks simultaneously.

Includes Mod SDK (contains Editor, Exporters and Sample Mods).
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Title: Demolition Company Gold Edition
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Giants Software
Publisher:
Giants Software
Release Date: 4 Aug, 2011
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So far it's perfect. Hope it continues to be developed.. THIS GAME IS GOOD!!!. This collection would have been fantastic if
there were options to change resolution. Battle Royale is stuck in a crappy purple boarder. (which isn't shown in the video on the
store page, something I find extremely deceptive.) This'll be a thumbs down for me until they fix something which sould be
standard in any PC release.. VR Only Review!

It's a very good Mystery/Story/Puzzle solver game, very polished graphics.

Not really my type of game, but a 8/10 Game as I have an definate urge to complete a game I normally get bored with.

Personally I'd Rather be shooting everyone in the face than looking through drawers and reading emails in offices, but the story
is good, the chopping between two characters is good and keeps you interested

Well worth a Play

With a few out of game issues...

It Could do with Motion controller support, Xbox controller? S**t do I have an Oculus?

It doesn't show up as a VR game yet, which makes it hard to find with the HMD on. This game is too frustrating. I cannot
reccomend it. I even got it for only 30 cents and I still dislike it.
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Awesome, smooth, most atmospheric game I've ever played. Will definitely play it in VR as well!
Best ending in a game ever, period.

Absolutely recommend.. Hours of mindless fun. Good for when listening to audio books.. Exceptionally annoying. Noisy.
Poorly made.
Don't bother.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/8CfhrbUxDrY. So I'll get this out of the way, I myself love this game, but that is STRICTLY because I
played it when I was like 7 years old. I would never recommend this game to anyone though. It's fraught with flaws.

First of all, the UI is extremely odd, and can be very confusing to navigate. The whole game is a clicking simulator, which isn't
bad for some, as games of the like are usually great ways to pass the time, which is one redeeming factor the game has. The art.
HOOOOOLY CRAP the art. The whole game is literally clip art images that you can easily find on google, some of which have
been animated very simply (we're talking a few pivot points on some images in like, Adobe AfterEffects). The music and sound
effects are maddingly repetitive, as well as the "battle" sequences which are just some more clicking (if you win you get some
stuff if not oh well).

Essentially, this game is horrendous, if you buy it, use it to waste time and only to do so. If you have some nostalgia to deal with
like I did, go right ahead, I love this game sure, but that doesn't make it good. Sort of like loving a terrible, terrible, movie.

TL;DR: I played this game as a kid and loved it, still love it, but it's still terrible.. It's good, but not Fallout 4 good.
. Good RPG mythological game

 7/10 Very good. Probably the best game I have ever played in my entire life, soo much content it is unreal, the mechanics in the
game are the most advanced ever, and the graphics are extrordinary.. Plz give options. The music is bad.

I mean, im a fan of games like this. I'm weird like that. but this is uhm...

It could be better? its really kinda janky, it feels like its somebody's first project, which is why i don't wanna be like "THIS
GAME ISN'T GOOD \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 YOU"

I like all the options, and being a witch is cool.
but it could do with some quality upgrades, Maybe take some lessons from harvest moon or story of seasons.. Excellent, very
underrated game. I think a lot of people dislike it for two main reasons:
-You actually need to think about where your projectile will go, rather than a lot of games where you just point and click to kill
enemies
-And that the gameplay is repetitive.

But think about this.
TF2. Overwatch. Nearly every multiplayer objective-based shooter ever.
They're all extremely repetitive, even more so than this.
What difference does it make if you're fighting AI that isn't actually brain-damaged for once rather than people?
If this was multiplayer rather than singleplayer, literally nobody would complain about the repetitiveness. And that bothers me.
And that is why this only has 57% positive reviews.

The gameplay might be the same but there are very varied maps and a wide variety of environments, more than can be said for
some online multiplayer shooters.

You move a bit slow, but you can solve that by being patient. The power shards are a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 to
collect in big enough numbers to do anything significant, but that stops you blazing through the levels with ease. Some of the
maps are confusing as hell to navigate, but it was the dev's decision to add in a maze-y aspect to some of the maps. I don't have a
problem with it, it just takes me longer.
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